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0 1. INTRODUCTION 
THIS homotopy theoretic paper is motivated by two geometric problems. The first one is to 
find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a Riemannian metric of positive 
scalar curvature on a manifold M. If M is a spin manifold of dimension n 2 5 with finite 
fundamental group there is a conjecture of Jonathan Rosenberg Cl73 saying that M has such 
a metric if and only if all (KO,-valued) index obstructions associated to Dirac operators 
with coefficients in flat bundles vanish. In the simply connected case this conjecture is known 
as the Gromov-Lawson conjecture and was recently proved by the author [19]. In general 
the conjecture implies that M has a metric of positive scalar curvature if and only if the 
covering of M corresponding to the 2-Sylow subgroup of x1(M) has such a metric. Thus it 
seems most interesting to study the question for manifolds whose fundamental group II is 
a finite 2-group. 
In this paper we give a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for the existence of 
positive scalar curvature metrics on such manifolds. To describe this result recall that there 
is a natural transformation 
o! :nyyx) + h,(X) 
from the spin bordism groups of a space X to the connective real K-theory of X (it is induced 
by the Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro orientation D: M Spin + ko [3], where M Spin is the Thorn 
spectrum associated to the classifying space BSpin and ko is the connective real K-theory 
spectrum; cf. 98). 
THEOREM A. Let M be a closed spin manifold of dimension n 2 5 whose fundamental group 
x is ajnite 2-group and let g: M + Bw be the classifying map of its universal covering. Assume 
that the bordism class [M, g] E R, Spin is in the kernel of u. Then M has a positive scalar 
curvature metric. 
Using a Baas-Sullivan description of connective real K-theory, Rainer Jung has very 
recently proved an analogue of Theorem A at odd primes [8]. Combining our result with 
his, it can be shown that Theorem A holds without restrictions on the fundamental group x. 
We note that if K is the trivial group then conversely the existence of a positive scalar 
curvature metric implies by a result of Hitchin [6] that the bordism class of M is in the 
kernel of c(. In general this is not true; counter examples are provided by lens spaces [16]. 
Still, Theorem A could be a first step towards a proof of Rosenbergs conjecture. E.g. for 
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7~ = Z/2 the conjecture has been proved recently in joint work of Rosenberg and the author 
using Theorem A [18]. In the simply connected case Theorem A was proved in [19]. The 
proof in the general case follows the same pattern (see $8); the new ingredient is that there is 
a suitable (2-local) splitting of the spectrum M Spin A BPSp(3)+, where BPSp(3)+ is the 
classifying space of the projective symplectic group furnished with a disjoint base-point 
(n,(M Spin A BPSp(3) + ) is isomorphic to Ozpin (RPSp(3)) by the Pontrjagin-Thorn construc- 
tion). 
Theorem A is a geometric corollary of the following result which provides a geometric 
description of ko-homology (at the prime 2). Let T,(X) be the subgroup of Qtpi”(X) 
consisting of bordism classes [E, ,fp], where p: E -+ B is an Wp2-bundle over a closed spin 
manifold B of dimension n - 8 and ,f is a map from B to X. Here an HP’-bundle is a fibre 
bundle with fibre WP2 and structure group the projective symplectic group PSp(3) (which is 
the isometry group of HP2 with its standard metric). 
THEOREM B. 
(1) T,(X) is in the kernel oft. 
(2) The homomorphism SZzPin(X)/T,,(X) -F ko,(X) induced by z is u 2-local isomorphism. 
We remark that Q~i”(X)/T,(X) IS not isomorphic to ko,(X) at odd primes. in fact, it is 
not a homology theory, but inverting a suitable element B E Ripin we get an isomorphism 
(Q~in(X)/T.+(X))[B-l] z KO,(X) [9, Thm. C]. 
The second problem which motivates this paper is a geometric construction of elliptic 
homology. In joint work with Matthias Kreck [9] we define groups E/,(X) geometrically 
and show that El,(X) [i] are the (odd primary) elliptic homology groups of Landweber- 
Ravenel-Stong [lo, $33. For our proof that E[,(X) is a homology theory at the prime 2 we 
need to know that the spectrum M Spin A BPSp(3) splits into ‘nice’ pieces after localizing 
at 2. 
This motivates our interest in splitting 2-local spectra of the form M Spin A X. Note that 
Y = M Spin A X is an M Spin-module spectrum. From now on we assume tacitly that all 
spectra under consideration are localized at 2 and all homology groups have Z/2 coeffi- 
cients. The original idea for splitting M Spin-module spectra was to construct a ring 
spectrum map s: ko --f M Spin and to prove a splitting result for ko-module spectra. The ring 
spectrum map s gives an M Spin-module spectrum Y the structure of a ko-module spectrum 
and allows us to apply those splitting results to Y. 
Unfortunately, the attempts to construct s failed, and, in fact, we show in $7 below that 
there is no ring spectrum map ko + M Spin, thus giving a negative answer to a question of 
Mark Mahowald. But we get the following weaker statement. 
THEOREM C. There is a 2-local map s: ko + M Spin which is II right inverse of the 
Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro orientation D: M Spin -+ ko and which induces un algebra homomor- 
phism in Z/Z-homology. 
Let pko : ko A ko -+ ko be the multiplication of the ring spectrum ko (ukO is induced by the 
tensor product of vector bundles) and let g : So -+ ko be the unit of ko (the inclusion of the 
bottom cell). Recall that a ko-module spectrum is a spectrum Y together with a multiplica- 
tion map p: ko A Y -+ Y such that the following diagrams are homotopy commutative 
SOr\ yo^1 ko A Y ko A ko A Y 2 ko A Y 
!I I’ 1 II,<, A 1 1 1 !I (1.1) 
Y Y 
I’ 
kor\Y M Y 
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Now let Y be an M Spin-module spectrum with multiplication map p’: M Spin A Y --) Y 
and let p: ko A Y-, Y be the composition 
Shl 
ko/\ Y- M Spin A Y L Y. (1.2) 
Note that with this choice of p the first diagram in (1.1) is homotopy commutative, but the 
second diagram only induces a commutative diagram in homology. This shows that an 
M Spin-module spectrum is in general not a ko-module spectrum, but only a homology 
ko-module spectrum, by which we mean a spectrum Y together with a map 11: ko A Y + Y 
such that the diagrams (1.1) induce commutative diagrams in homology. The main technical 
result of this paper is a splitting theorem for certain homology ko-module spectra whose 
hypotheses are too technical to be stated in the introduction (see $4). These hypotheses are in 
particular satisfied for Y = M Spin A SPSp(3) and that gives the desired splitting of this 
spectrum. As another application we get a more direct proof of Mahowald’s splitting of 
ko A ko (Corollary 4.3) a result which is used at various points in this paper, e.g. in the proof 
of Theorem C. 
Using the same Adams spectral sequence techniques as in the proof of the splitting result 
we also obtain a calculation of the connective KO-theory of certain spaces X in terms of the 
homology and (filtration subgroups of) the KO-theory of X. This result is used in [9] for the 
geometric construction of elliptic homology and might also be of independent interest. 
The sections are organized as follows. In $2 we show that for a homology ko-module 
spectrum Y its homology H, Y (considered as a comodule over the dual Steenrod algebra 
A,) is determined by the A(l),-comodule H, Y, where H, Y denotes the indecomposables of 
H, Y with respect to the H, ko-action and A(l), is the dual of the subalgebra of the Steenrod 
algebra generated by Sq’ and Sq’. In 93 we review some results of Adams and Priddy [l] 
about A(l),-comodules and their Ext-groups. These are used in $4 to prove splitting results 
for homology ko-module spectra by Adams spectral sequence techniques and in $5 to 
compute the connective KO-theory of certain spectra in terms of a pull back diagram. In 96 
we prove Theorem C and in $7 we show that there is no ring spectrum map ko + M Spin. $8 
contains the proofs of Theorems A and B. 
In this section we 
fi 2. HOMOLOGY b-MODULE SPECTRA 
discuss the connective real K-theory spectrum ko and homology 
ko-module spectra. We show that if Y is a homology ko-module spectrum then H, Y is 
isomorphic to the cotensor product A, 0 A(1j* H, Y (cf. [15, A1.1.4]), where H, Y denotes 
the indecomposables of H, Y with respect to the H,ko-action. 
Let KO be the real K-theory spectrum and for k E Z let ko(k) be its (k - 1)-connected 
cover. It is characterized up to homotopy equivalence by the property that z,(ko(k)) = 0 
for n < k and that there is a map p(k): ko(k) -+ KO inducing an isomorphism in 
homotopy groups in degrees 2 k. The tensor product of vector bundles gives a map 
pKo:KO A KO-*KO 
which makes KO a ring spectrum. By obstruction theory there is a unique map p making the 
diagram 
ko(k) A ko(k’) L ko(k+ k’) 
p(k) A p<k’) 1 1 p<k+k’) 
PX” 
KO A KO - KO 
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homotopy commutative. This multiplication gives ko = ko(0) the structure of a ring 
spectrum and makes ko(k) a ko-module spectrum. We note that p (0) : ko + KO is a ring 
spectrum map and p(k) : ko(k) -+ KO is a ko-module map. 
Let I: ko -+ H be the map into the Z/2-Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum corresponding to 
the non-trivial element of H’ko. It turns out that I induces a monomorphism in homology. 
To describe its image recall that the homology of H (known as the ‘dual Steenrod algebra’ 
A,) is the polynomial algebra Z/2[(, , t2, . . .], where the ‘Milnor generators’ 5i are 
elements of degree 2’ - 1 [ 15, Thm. 3. I. I]. To describe the image of l* it is better to describe 
A, = H, H as the polynomial algebra Z/2[ cl, 12, . .], where ii = ~(5~) is the conjugate of 
ti. In terms of the ii’S the coproduct Y’: A, -+ A, @ A, is given by 
Y(;j)= ~ ;,o;f’~i 
(2.1) 
i=O 
and the map z induces an isomorphism [ 15, Thm. 3.1.171 
H,ko z Z/2[<:, i;,;,,;,, .]. (2.2) 
Let A(1) be the subalgebra of the Steenrod algebra A generated by Sq’ and Sq2. Its dual 
A(l), is the quotient A,/([‘:, [$, i3, &+, .). We note that (2.1) implies that the augmenta- 
tion ideal of H,ko is an A(l),-comodule. 
Next we recall the notion of ‘extended’ A(l),-comodules. Note that A, is a (right) 
A( l),-comodule by composing the coproduct (2.1) with the projection map on A, @ A(l), . 
Let M be a (left) A(l),-comodule. Recall that the cotensor product A, q ACljt M is defined by 
the exact sequence 
O+ A, q A(l,tM+ ,4, @ M = A, 0 A(l), 0 M, 
where II/ denotes the A(l),-comodule structure maps for both, A, and M. We note that the 
(left) A,-comodule structure on A, @ M induces a A,-comodule structure on A, q AC1j1 M. 
Such A,-comodules are referred to as ‘extended’ A( l),-comodules. 
Let Y be a homology ko-module spectrum. The map on homology induced by the 
multiplication map p: ko A Y -+ Y makes H, Y a module over H, ko. We denote by 
K: H, Y + H, Y the projection onto the indecomposables of this module. Note that H, Y is 
an A(l),-comodule since the augmentation ideal of H, ko is an A(l),-comodule. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. [19, Prop. 6.71). Let Y he a homology ko-module spectrum whose homology 
is bounded below and locally jnite. Then the composition 
Oy:H*Y “. A,@H,Y -!=+ A,QH,Y 
is an A,-comodule isomorphism onto A, 0 *(,,. H, Y. 
Remark 2.4. Let Y be an M Spin-module spectrum. Recall from (1.2) that the map 
s: ko + M Spin gives Y the structure of a homology ko-module spectrum. In that case 
Proposition 2.3 is precisely Corollary 6.8 of [ 191, since the image of s* : H, ko + H, M Spin 
is the subalgebra R (cf. $6). 
Recall that a map ,f: Y + Z between ko-module spectra is called a ko-module map if the 
diagram 
ko A Y 2 kor\.Z 
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is homotopy commutative. If Y and Z are homology ko-module spectra we say that f is 
a homology ko-module map if the above diagram is commutative in homology. For a homo- 
logy ko-module map the induced mapf, : H, Y + H, Z is a H, ko-module map and hence it -- ~ 
induces a map f, : H, Y + H,Z. Note that the construction of @r is natural; i.e. the 
following diagram is commutative: 
/. H*Y - H*Z 
(r+J r @,I = (2.5) 
A, 0 A(1)* H, Y 5 A, Cl A(ljr H,Z 
Let g be a map from some spectrum X into a homology ko-module spectrum Y. We call 
he composition 
i:ko A X I^Y.ko/\YLY 
the ko-extension of g. Note that i is a homology ko-module map. 
If Y is a ko-module spectrum 4 is in fact a ko-module map and sending g to i gives an 
isomorphism 
[X, Y] L Cko A X, Yl,u, (2.6) 
between homotopy classes of maps from X to Y and homotopy classes of ko-module maps 
from ko A X to Y. An explicit inverse is given by sending a ko-module mapf: ko A X + Y 
to the composition 
X=S’AX=+koAXI Y. (2.7) 
In particular, for f= 4 the above composition is g. 
If Y is just a homology ko-module spectrum then the composition (2.7) with f= i still 
induces the same map in homology as g. Consider the commutative diagram 
H,X=H,S’r\X = H,ko/\X -++ H,Y 
xl 1x 
H,ko A X 
(il. - 
- H,Y 
The composition rr(q A l), is an isomorphism which we will use to identify H,X with 
H,ko A X. Composition with n induces the change of rings isomorphism 
HomA, (H, X, H, Y) ? Horn,,,,,, (H, X, H, Y). (2.8) 
We conclude: 
LEMMA 2.9. Under the change of rings isomorphism (2.8) g.,, corresponds to (i),. 
In particular, if Y is a ko-module spectrum, we have the following commutative diagram 
CX, Yl G [ko A x, yl,, 
hl 1H (2.10) 
Hom,,(H,X, H, Y) a Hom,(,,*(H,ko A X, H, Y) 
where h is the Hurewicz homomorphism and H sends a ko-module map f to the induced 
mapf,. 
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$3. SOME A(l),-COMODULES AND THEIR EXT-GROUPS 
In this section we review the structure theory of invertible A(l),-comodules and the 
calculation of their Ext-groups due to Adams and Priddy [l]. In addition we discuss certain 
A(l),-comodules which play a prominent role in later sections. 
We note that the vector space dual of an A(l),-comodule is an A(l)-module and vice 
versa. Hence for each result concerning A(l)-modules there is a corresponding result about 
A(l),-comodules. Below we give the A(l),-comodule version of some well known results on 
A( l)-modules. It is often helpful to visualize the structure of A (l)-modules. For example, let 
I be the augmentation idea1 of A(l), i.e. the elements of positive degree in A( 1) and let J be 
the module X-‘A(l)/A(l)Sql Sq2. Then the corresponding pictures look as follows: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 -2-l 0 1 2 
I J 
Here a dot represents a basis element in the degree indicated by the number below and 
the action of Sq’ and Sq2 is described by the lines; i.e. if x, y are two basis elements such that 
deg(y) - deg(x) is equal to one (resp. two) then the corresponding dots are connected by 
a line if and only if the coefficient of y in Sq’x (resp. Sq2x) is non-zero. 
Recall that the square of Q. = Sq’ E A(1) and Qi = Sq’ Sq2 + Sq2 Sq’ E A(1) is zero. 
Hence we can regard Qi as a (degree increasing) differential on any A( l)-module. Dually, if 
M is a A(l),-comodule, Qi acts on it as a (degree decreasing) differential and we denote the 
corresponding homology groups by H,(M; Qi). It is easy to read off the Qi-homology 
groups of an A( l)-comodule M from the picture of M (that is the picture of the A (I)-module 
dual to M). For example, for M = I, (resp. M = J,) we get: 
Hn(I*; Qi) = 
Z/2 for i=O, n=l or i=l, n=3 
o 
otherwise 
(3.2) 
H,(J*; Qi) = 
B/2 for i = 0, 1 and n = 0 
o 
otherwise 
Direct sum and tensor product give the stable isomorphism classes of finitely generated 
A(l),-comodules the structure of a semi ring R. Adams and Priddy study the invertible 
comodules; i.e. those comodules whose stable class is a unit in R. They prove that a finitely 
generated A( l),-comodule M is invertible if and only if H,(M ; Qi) is l-dimensional for 
i = 0, l[l, Lemma 3.51. It follows that I, and J, are invertible by (3.2). 
PROPOSITION 3.3 [l, Thm. 3.71. The group of units in R is isomorphic to Z @ Z @ Z/2, 
generated by X:, I, and J,, where C is the A(l)*-comodule which is Z/2 in degree one and 
trivial in the other degrees. 
This isomorphism can be made explicit as follows. For an invertible comodule M let 
d,(M) E H for i = 0, 1 be the degree in which H, (M; Qi) is non-zero. The Kunneth formula 
implies that di:R’ + Z is a homomorphism (Rx denotes the group of units in R). Let 
d:R x + Z’/gx be the map which sends a comodule M to its total dimension module eight. 
Note that this is well defined since the total dimension of A(l), is eight. Recall that 
Z/8 x g E/2 Q Z/2 and let p : Z/8 ’ -+ Z/2 be the homomorphism which sends 1,7 to 0 and 3, 
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5 to 1. For an A(l),-comodule M define a(M) = d,(M), b(M) = *(d,(M) - d,(M)), 
c(M) = p@(M)), and e(M) = (a(M), b(M), c(M)) E H @h @Z/2. Then 
e(C,) = (LO, 0) e(l,) = (1, LO) e(J,) = (O,O, 11, (3.4) 
which implies: 
COROLLARY 3.5. The map e: R” -+ E @ Z @ Z/2 is an isomorphism. 
For (a, b, c) E Z @ i2 0 Z/2 let M(a, b, c) be the A(l),-comodule with 
e(M(a, b, c)) = (a, b, c) which is minimal, i.e. M(a, b, c) does not contain free summands. 
Alternatively, M(a, b, c) is the minimal comodule stably isomorphic to Xamb Zi Ji. 
The following examples of A (l),-comodules are relevant for us in the following sections. 
Example 3.6. Recall from $2 that H,ko(k) r A, q ,,1,* H,ko(k), where H,ko(k) is 
a certain A(l),-comodule. It follows from [20] that the A(l)-module dual to H, ko(k) is 
isomorphic to 
1 
ZkZ/2 for k-0 mod8 
~kA(1)l(A(l)s~2) for k= 1 mod8 
~kA(l)MA(l)%1%2) for k=2 mod8 
C”A(l)/(A(l)Sql + A(1)Sq2Sq’Sq2) for k = 4 mod8. 
The corresponding pictures are 
k = 0 mod 8 k = 1 mod 8 k = 2 mod 8 k=4mod8 
Here the bottom class of these modules is always in degree k. This allows us to identify 
the A(l),-comodule H,ko(k) using (3.5). The result is 
M(k, O,O) for k =O mod8 
H,ko(k) zz 
M(k + 3, - 1,1) for k = 1 mod8 
M(k + 2,0, 1) for kr2 mod8 
M(k, 1, 1) for k-4 mod8. 
Example 3.7. The following discussion follows [l 1, #2, 31. We define a new grading on 
H,ko g Z/2[5f, is, cj, . . .] by letting the degree of ii be 2’-’ and by letting the degree of 
a product be the sum of the degrees of the factors. Let Ndl be the Z/2 vector space generated 
by the monomials of degree 41. It is an easy consequence of the formula (2.1) for the coaction 
that N,, is in fact a sub A(l),-comodule. Using (2.1) it is also not hard to compute the 
Q,-homology of H, ko for i = 0, 1. This turns out to be the polynomial algebra Z/2[5:] for 
i = 0, and the exterior algebra E({:, ii, . . .) for i = 1. Note that for a given 1 there is exactly 
one element of (new) degree 41 in H,(H,ko; Qi), namely [;” for i = 0 and [zio izil . . for 
i = 1, where I= cij2j is the 2-adic expansion of 1. Furthermore, the ‘usual’ degree (the 
‘usual’degreeof[iis2i- l)ofthiselementis41fori=Oand81-2cr(I)fori= l,wherecr(l) 
denote the number of l’s in the 2-adic expansion of 1. It follows that Ndl is an invertible 
.A(l),-comodule with a(N,,) = 41 and b(Nal) = 21- cc(l). A counting argument shows 
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that c(Ndl) = 1 mod 2 and hence N,, is stably isomorphic to M(41,21 - a( I), l). We remark 
that there are finite Thorn spectra B(I), known as (integral) Brown-Gitler spectra, such that 
H,X”B(I) is isomorphic to N4! as A(l),-comodule. 
Now we turn to the computation of the Ext-groups of the modules M(a, b, c). It follows 
from [l, Lemma 3.81 that 
Extsi[i,, (E/2, M(a, b, c)) z ShomAC1),(C’-‘+b, ls,‘bN) (3.8) 
for s > 0, where N = Z/2 (resp. N = J,) for c = 0 (resp. c = l), and Shom,(,,, (M, M’) 
denotes the group of stable A(l),-comodule maps, i.e. the quotient of Hom,(,,, (M, M’) 
modulo those which factor through a free comodule. It turns out that the minimality of 
M(a, b, c) implies that also for s = 0 we have the isomorphism (3.8). 
We note that the direct sum 
0 Shom,(ii, (C’, I”,N), (3.9) 
r,rsz 
is a bigraded ring for N = Z with multiplication given by the tensor product of homomor- 
phisms. For N = J, this sum is a bigraded module over that ring. The isomorphism (3.8) is 
multiplicative in the sense that Yoneda product with an element of Extsij;, (2/2,Z/2) on the 
left hand side corresponds to the tensor product with the corresponding element of 
Shom.(i,, (C”, 1:) on the right hand side. 
The groups Shorn,,,,, (C’, 1: N) for N = Z/2 (resp. N = J,) are tabulated in [l, 3.10 
(resp. 3.1 l)]. To obtain information about the multiplicative structure we note that the ring 
Ext,o,, (z/2, E/2) is well known (e.g. [15, Thm. 3.1.251). Since h/2 = M(0, 0,O) this by (3.8) 
determines the multiplicative structure of Shom,(,,, ( E’, I”,) for s 2 0. For N = J, we use 
the following argument. Let M be the A(l),-comodule A(l), Cl A,O,r Z/2. Its picture is 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
which shows that Z/2 is a subcomodule of M with quotient M(5, - 1,1) (the identification 
of the quotient is done using (3.5)). The corresponding long exact Ext-sequence allows us to 
calculate the multiplicative structure on Ext f[:,* (Z/2, M(5, - 1, 1)) which by (3.8) deter- 
mines the multiplicative structure on Shom,(,,,(Z’, Z”,J,) for s 2 - 1. The multiplicative 
structure for all s as shown in the tables below can be obtained by more sophisticated 
homological arguments. We don’t present those here since for our applications we only 
need the multiplicative structure for s 2 0. 
Let he, hi, b E Ext?{t,(Z/2, Z/2) be the unique non-trivial elements in bidegree (1, 1) 
(resp. (1,2) resp. (4, 12)). In the following tables a dot means that the corresponding group is 
Z/2; all other groups are zero. A (non-trivial) product with ho (resp. hi) is indicated by 
a vertical (resp. slanted) line. In each quadrant of the tables, the obvious periodicity which is 
given by multiplication by b continues. 
The isomorphism (3.8) can then be rephrased as follows. 
LEMMA 3.12. The diagramfor Ext>f,,, (Z/2, M(a, b, c)) is obtained by shifting the diagram 
3.10 (resp. 3.11) for c = 0 (resp. c = 1) a units to the right, b units down and by deleting the 
parts below the (t - s)-axis. 
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8 
-12 -8 -4 
4 
8 
c 
4 8 12 t--s 
Table 3.10 Shorn,,,,. (I’, I”,) 
-12 -8 -4 / 
4 
8 
-+ 
4 8 12 t-s 
Table 3.11 Shom,(,,+ (I-‘, I;.‘,) 
5 4. SPLITTING OF HOMOLOGY /co-MODULE SPECTRA 
Let X be a spectrum, let Y be a homology kc-module spectrum and let f : ko A X + Y 
be a homology ko-module map. Recall from $2 that f induces a A(l),-comodule map 
f,:H,X=H,kor\X-+H,Y 
whose &-extension can be identified with f,. The main result of this section is that any 
A(l),-comodule map F: H,X + H, Y is induced by some homology ko-module map f, 
provided the A(l),-comodules H,X and H, Y satisfy certain conditions. Recall from $3 
that the stable class of an invertible A(l),-comodule M is determined up to multiplication 
by .I, by the two integers a(M) and b(M). We call M admissible, if M is either free or M is an 
invertible A(l),-comodules with a(M) 3 0 mod 4 (i.e. the Q,,-homology of M is concen- 
trated in degrees divisible by 4). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Y be a homology ko-module spectrum such that H, Y is isomorphic to 
the (possibly injinite) sum of admissible A(l),-comodules M,. Let X be ajinite spectrum such 
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that H,X is an admissible comodule over A(l),. Assume that a(M,) - a(H,X) 5 0 or 
h(M,) - b(H,X) 2 - 2 if M, and H,X are invertible modules. Let F: H,X + H, Y be 
a A(l),-comodule map. Then there is a homology ko-module map f: ko A X--t Y such that 
,f, = F. Moreover, if Y is a ko-module spectrum then .f is a ko-module map. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let Y be a homology ko-module spectrum such that there is an A(l),- 
comodule isowlorphism 
F: @ H,X,-+ H,Y, 
where XI is a (possibly infinite) family rffinite spectra such that H,X, are admissible 
A(l),-comodules. Assume that a(H*XI,) - a(H,XI) 5 0 or b(H,Xk) - b(H,XI) 2 - 2 for 
all k, l.for which H, X, and H, X, are invertible modules. Then there is a homotopy equivalence 
f:ko A 
which is a homology ko-module map with .ii = F. Moreover, ,f is a ko-module map if Y is 
a ko-module spectrum. 
Remark. This corollary is not true without the condition a(H,X,) - a(H,X[) I 0 or 
b(H,Xk) - b(H,XI) 2 - 2. For example, there is a map .f:Sm5 -+ DB(2) to the Spanier- 
Whitehead dual of the Brown-Gitler spectrum f?(2) (cf. (3.7)) which has Adams filtration 
2 and induces a non-trivial map in ko-homology. Then the spectrum ko A C,, where C, is 
the cofibre of f is a ko-module spectrum which satisfies all the other conditions of corollary 
4.2, but is not homotopy equivalent to ko A DB(2) v ko A Sm4. 
Corollary 4.2 can be used to give a different proof of Mahowald’s splitting of ko A ko 
[ll], which we need in later sections (cf. proofs of (5.2), (6.7) and (7.3)). 
COROLLARY 4.3. There is a splitting ?f ko-module spectra 
ko A ko - ko A v C4’B(l) 
I > 0 
Here the B(l)‘s are Thorn spectra known as (integral Brown--Gitler spectra (cf. (3.7)). 
Proof The spectrum ko A ko is a ko-module spectrum via left multiplication. The 
indecomposables H,ko A ko can be identified with H,ko. Our discussion (3.7) shows that 
there is an isomorphism of A(l),-comodules 
H,ko z @ H,C4%(l). (4.4) 
/ 2 0 
Moreover, H,C4’B( 1) is an invertible A( I),-comodule with 
a(H,E4’B(l)) = 41 and b(H,C4’B(l)) = 21 - a(1). 
We note that 21 - a(1) is an increasing function of 1 so that for all k, 1 the numerical 
condition of Corollary 4.2 is satisfied and hence we obtain the desired homotopy equiva- 
lence of ko-module spectra. 0 
For the proof of (4.1) we use the Adams spectral sequence 
Ext>:(H,X, H, Y) ==-[Cl-‘X, Y]. (4.5) 
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We find the following terminology useful: 
Dejinition 4.6. The Adams spectral sequence collapses in degree n if all differentials with 
domain Es,’ are trivial for all r, s, t with t - s = n. 
The following result is the main step in the proof of (4.1) and useful to us in the next 
section. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let X and Y be spectra satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1. Then 
the Adams spectral sequence (4.5) collapses in degree n for n 2 0, n = 0 mod 4. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Recall [22, Thm. 19.91 that the Hurewicz homomorphism 
h: [X, Y]- Hom,,(H,X, H,Y) E Hom,,,,*(H,X, H,Y) 
is the edge homomorphism of the Adams spectral sequence. Hence (4.7) implies that h is 
surjective and we can pick a map g: X -+ Y with h(g)=F. Let f:ko~X+ Y be the 
ko-extension 4. Then f is a homology ko-module mapin fact a ko-module map if Y is 
a ko-module spectrum ~ and f* = F by Lemma 2.9. q 
Proof of Proposition 4.7. By Spanier-Whitehead duality the spectral sequence (4.5) is 
isomorphic to the Adams spectral sequence 
Ext2:(2/2, H,( Y A DX)) =n,_,( Y A DX), (4.8) 
where DX is the dual of X. Note that Y A DX is again a homology ko-module spectrum 
with H,( Y A DX) g H, Y @ H, DX and hence 
Ext”A:(h/2, H,( Y A DX)) z Ext>;,,* (E/2, H, Y@ H,DX). 
The assumptions of Theorem 4.1 imply that H, Y @I H,DX is of the form M @ F, where 
F is a free A( l),-comodule and M is a sum of comodules M(a, b, c) with 
a 3 0 mod 4 and a I 0 orb 2 - 2. (4.9) 
Hence Ext.>:(H/2, H,( Y A DX)) is a direct sum of the groups Ext>[,,,(Z/2, M(a, b, c)) for 
s > 0. By Lemma 3.12 we obtain the picture for these Ext-groups by shifting the pictures of 
Table (3.10) (resp. (3.11)) a units to the right and b units down. A glance at the tables shows 
that the conditions (4.9) imply that these Ext-groups vanish for t - s E - 1 mod 4, 
t - s 2 - 1 and s 2 2. It follows that the Adams spectral sequence (4.8) collapses in degrees 
n = 0 mod 4, n 2 0 since the d,-differential decreases the (t - s)-degree by 1 and increases 
the s-degree by r. cl 
55. ko(k)-COHOMOLOGY 
In this section we show that for suitable spectra X the group [X, ko(k)] of homotopy 
classes of maps from X to ko(k) can be computed in terms of a pull back diagram. 
Let p(k): ko(k) -+ KO be the projection map of the (k - 1)-connected cover of KO 
(cf. $2). It induces a homomorphism 
p(k),: [X, ko(k)] + [X, KO] = KO(X) 
whose image we denote by F,KO(X). 
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The goal is to show that for certain spectra X the diagram 
p(k). 
LX, ko<k)l - FkKO(X) 
hl (5.1) 
HomAflj,W,K H,ko(k)) A Shom.t,j,W,X, H,ko(k)) 
can be extended to a pull back diagram. Here h is the Hurewicz homomorphism (we identify 
HomA1(H,X, H,ko(k)) with Horn A(lj*(H*X, H,ko(k)) via the change of rings isomor- 
phism (2.8)) and S is the stabilization map which sends an A(l),-comodule homomorphism 
to its stable class (cf. (3.8)). 
A typical assumption on X is that X is a finite spectrum such that H,X is a sum of free 
A(l),-comodules and invertible A(l),-comodules MI with a(M[) = 0 mod 4. Recall from $2 
that the last condition is equivalent to H,(H,X; Q,,) = 0 for n # 0 mod 4. We call such 
spectra admissible. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let X be a (possibly injinite) wedge of spectra X, which are admissible or of 
the form ko A Z, with Z, admissible. Then there is a homomorphism 
F,KO(X)+ ShomACIj.(H*X, H,ko(k)) 
making (5.1) a pull back diagram. 
Proof: We show first that it suffices to prove the theorem for admissible X. 
Assume that X is of the form X = V1 XI, where X, is a (possibly infinite) family of 
spectra for which (5.2) holds. Then (5.2) holds for X, since the diagram (5.1) is a direct 
product of pull back diagrams and hence a pull back diagram itself. We claim that this still 
is true if we make the weaker assumption that the ko-module spectrum ko A X is homotopy 
equivalent (as module spectrum) to ko A ( V, X,). To prove this recall from $2 that 
p(k) : ko(k) -+ KO is a ko-module map. Hence by (2.10) the diagram (5.1) is isomorphic to 
the diagram 
Cko A X, ko(k>lko 
a(k). 
- F,[ko A X, KOl,w 
Hl 
HomA,,,,(H,ko A X, H,ko(k)) 2 ShomACI,,(H,ko A X, H,ko(k)), 
where F,[ko A X, KOlk,, denotes the image of the map [ko A X, ko(k)],,+ 
Cko A X, KO]k, induced by p(k). This shows that a splitting of the ko-module spectrum 
ko A X induces a direct product decomposition of the diagram (5.1). 
Now we assume that (5.2) holds for admissible X and we want to show that it holds for 
X = ko A Z with Z admissible. The splitting (4.3) of ko A ko shows that ko A X is 
homotopy equivalent (as ko-module spectrum) to ko A (V, >,,C4’B(l) A Z). It follows 
from (3.7) that IC4’B(l) and hence Z4’B(l) A Z are admissible spectra. This implies by the 
above remarks that (5.2) holds for X = ko A Z and hence for a wedge of spectra X1 which 
are admissible 0; of the form X1 = ko A ZI with Z1 admissible. 
From now on we assume that X is an admissible spectrum. By definition the maps 
p(k) * and S in diagram (5.1) are subjective. Hence it suffices to show 
(1) h(kerp(k),) G ker S 
(2) h(kerp(k),) 2 kerS 
(3) ker h n ker p(k), = 0 
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Property (1) implies that there is a well defined homomorphism making (5.1) a commutative 
diagram, and it follows from (2) and (3) that this diagram is a pull back square. 
Before proving (l), (2) and (3) we first give an alternative description of the kernel of 
p(k) *. Recall that KO and ko( k) are ko-module spectra. This makes [Z* X, KO] and 
[Z* X, ko( k)] modules over n,(ko). In particular, we can multiply with the Bott element 
p E n8(ko) (cf. 7.1). 
Claim. ker p(k), = {x E [X, ko(k)]:pdx = 0 for some d} 
Proof Consider the following diagram which is commutative since p (k ) : ko (k) + KO 
is a ko-module map. 
[X, ko(k)] 2 [Z*dX, ko(k)] 
p(k), -1 p(k). 1 
Cx,KOl ; [ZsdX, KO] 
The bottom horizontal map is an isomorphism by Bott periodicity. Since X is bounded 
below it follows from obstruction theory that the vertical map on the right is an isomor- 
phism for d sufficiently large. This implies the claim. 
To prove (1) and (3) we use the Adams spectral sequence 
Ext>:(H,X, H,ko(k)) =a [IZ-“X, ko(k)]. 
By the change of rings isomorphism its E,-term is isomorphic to 
(5.3) 
Ext>;,,e(H,X, H,ko(k)) = Ext”A;I,* (E/2, H,ko(k) 8 DH,X), 
where DH,X is the A(l),-comodule (Spanier-Whitehead) dual to H,X. Note that the 
Q,-homology of H,X and H, ko( k) is concentrated in dimensions = 0 mod 4. By the 
Kiinneth formula the same is true for DH,X (since it is the stable inverse of H,X with 
respect to tensor product) and H, ko( k) 8 DH,X. It follows from the classification result 
(3.5) that 
H,Wk) C3 DH,X 2 @M(ak, bkr 4 0 F, (5.4) 
where ak = 0 mod 4 and F is a free A( I),-comodule. Using Lemma 3.12 we can read off the 
Ext-groups of M(ak, bk, ck) from the Tables (3.10) resp. (3.11), including the structure of 
these Ext-groups as modules over Ext A(I,,(Z/2, Z/2). We are in particular interested in the 
action of the periodicity element b E Ext”(i,,( / , 4s l2 Z 2 Z/2). Under the change of rings isomor- 
phism 
Ext f&, (Z/2,2/2) z Ext X2 (Z/2, H, ko) 
b maps to the element in the &-term of the Adams spectral sequence of ko corresponding to 
the Bott element p. A glance at the Tables (3.10) and (3.11) leads to the following conclusions 
The Adams spectral sequence (5.3) collapses in degrees = 1 mod 4 (cf. (4.6)) (5.5) 
Multiplication by b is injective on Ext$), (Z/2, H, ko( k) @DH,X) for 
t-s=Omod4,s>O. (5.6) 
The kernel of S:Hom,o,,(H,X, H,ko(k))+ ShomAcr,,(H,X, H,ko(k)) 
consists of those elements annihilated by b. (5.7) 
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Comments: (5.5) follows since the elements in E;’ for t - s = 1 mod 4 are annihilated by he, 
while multiplication by ho is injective on E:’ for t - s = 0 mod 4, s > 0. For (5.7) note that 
we can identify S with the stabilization map Hom,,,,,(Z/2, M)+ Shom.,,,,(Z/2, M) for 
M = H, ko (k ) @ DH, X. Hence it suffices to check that the kernel of the stabilization map 
equals the annihilator of h for all summands in the direct sum decomposition (5.4). 
To prove (1) let x E ker p(k),. Then for some d the product pdx E [CsdX, ko(k)] 
vanishes. By (5.5) all differentials with range E:*’ are trivial for t - s = 0 mod 4. This implies 
that the product hdh(x) E Ext4A(liffd (H,X, H,ko(k)) (which corresponds to pdx in the 
E,-term of the spectral sequence) is trivial. Hence h/r(x) = 0 by (5.6) and h(x) is in the kernel 
of S by (5.7). 
To prove (3) we note that (5.5) and (5.6) imply that multiplication by ~1 is injective when 
restricted to elements of Adams filtration 2 1, i.e. when restricted for ker h. Thus ker 
h n ker p(k), = 0. 
To prove (2) let CJ be an element in the kernel of S; i.e. .cl is an A(l),-comodule 
homomorphism which factors in the form 
H,X b g’ F92 H,ko(k), 
where F is a free A (I),-comodule. These A( I),-comodule maps induce A,-comodule maps 
H*X 3, A,UA(,,,FA A,OA ,,,, H,ko(k)= H,ko(k), 
where 4, is the A,-comodule extension of g1 and i2 = id Ogr. Note that A, 0 AC,)* F is 
a free A,-comodule and hence there is a (generalized) B/2-Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum 
HVwith H,HVz A*Ll,,,,,F and maps 
X 2 HV --% ko(k), 
such that (Gi)* = gi (this is obvious for Gi and follows from [12] for G,). Then h(G) = g, 
where G is the composition of Gi and GZ. We note that p(k),(G) = 0 since the (real) 
K-theory of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra vanishes. 0 
$6. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SPLIITING MAP s 
In this section we prove Theorem B of the introduction; i.e. we construct a map 
s : ko -+ M Spin which is a right inverse of the orientation class D : M Spin --) ko and induces 
a ring homomorphism in homology. As a warm up we consider first the case of the Thorn 
spectrum MO, which is easier since MO is a (generalized) Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum 
corresponding to a graded Z/2-vector space. Let H be the Z/2-Eilenberg-MacLane spec- 
trum and let U: MO + H be the orientation class (Thorn class). Let pi E HZ,_ 1 MO be the 
image of the coalgebra primitive in H,. i BO under the Thorn isomorphism (compare [4, 
Lemma 11). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. There is a unique ring spectrum map sH : H + MO with (sH)*(ii) = pi. 
A map with these properties is a right inverse of I/. 
ProoJ: The Hurewicz map 
[H, MO] + Hom,,(H, H, H, MO) 
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which sends a map f to the induced map f, in homology is an isomorphism, since MO at 
the prime 2 is a (generalized) Z/2-Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum. Moreover, f is a ring 
spectrum map, i.e. the diagram 
P” 
HAH - H 
MOAMO 
I’UO 
- MO 
is homotopy commutative if and only if the diagram is commutative in homology, i.e. if f, is 
an algebra homomorphism. 
It is well known that H, MO is a polynomial algebra H/2 [zi, z2, . . .] with generators zi 
of degree i. Pengelley [13, Thm. 2.11 has shown that one can choose z2, _ I = pj and Brown 
and Peterson [4, Thm. 2.71 proved 
y(Pj)= i ii@Pfli. 
i=O 
(6.2) 
Comparison with the coproduct (2.1) of H, H shows that the algebra map 
z/2cr,, 12, . . .I + w?cz,, zz, . .I 
sending ii to z2i_i is in fact an A,-comodule map and hence is induced by a map 
sH : H + MO. The composition U s H is homotopic to the identity, since it induces the 
identity on homology in degree 0. 0 
Now we turn to the construction of the map s : ko + M Spin. The homotopy type of the 
spectrum M Spin was determined by Anderson, Brown and Peterson [2]. To state their 
result we need some notation. For an oriented real vector bundle E over a space X let 
nj(E) E KO(X) be thej-th KO-theory Pontrjagin class of E defined by 
C 7tj (E)u’ = // t(E - dim E), 
where u = t/(1 + t)2 (cf. [21, p. 3031). It follows directly from the definition that Pontrjagin 
classes are multiplicative; i.e. 
nj(E 0 E’) = ~ ni(E)7cj_i(E’). 
i=O 
Let nj E KO(B Spin) be thej-th Pontrjagin class of the universal bundle over B Spin. Let J be 
a partition: that is, a possibly empty unordered tuple {ji , . . , jk} of positive integers. Let 
n(J) be the sum Cf=i ji and let m(J) = 4n(J) for n(J) even and m(J) = 4n(J) - 2 for n(J) 
odd. Let 71, = ~j, . . Rj, E KO(BSpin) and let xJ E KO’(M Spin) be the image of 7cJ under 
the Thorn isomorphism (q is the multiplicative unit and rrO is the KO-theory Thorn class). 
It follows from the multiplicativity of the rrj’s that there is a formula describing how the 
maps nJ interact with multiplication on M Spin and KO. We follow the description in [7]. 
Let P be the set of partitions, and let Z [P] be the set of formal linear combinations. We can 
make this into a ring by defining a multiplication on P by set union, and then into a Hopf 
algebra by defining A({n}) = x:=0 (n - k} @I {k}. H ere we use the convention that {Oj 
stands for the empty set. Then 
rrJp = C pcKo(n-” A nJ”) if A(J) = C J’ @ J”. (6.3) 
Here Jo (resp. pLKo) is the multiplication map of the ring spectrum M Spin (resp. KO). 
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It turns out that nJ and hence nJ have (skeletal) filtration m(J) for 1 $.I; i.e. X’ 
considered as a map M Spin -+ KO factors in the form 
M Spin - ” ko(m(J)) 2 KO. (6.4) 
We observe that ,fO is the Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro orientation D : M Spin -+ ko. Ander- 
son-Brown-Peterson make a judicious choice of the f”‘s, construct a map 
f’ : M Spin -+ H V into the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum corresponding to a graded Z/2 
vector space V and show that the map 
,f:MSpin+ n ko(m(J))xHV (6.5) 
given by f= n f J x f’ is a homotopy equivalence. 
We want to construct a map s: ko -+ M Spin which is a right inverse of the 
Atiyah-BottGShapiro orientation D : M Spin + ko and which is compatible with the split- 
ting sH constructed in (6.1) in the sense that the diagram 
ko 2 M Spin 
’ 1 1 MP (6.6) 
HA MO 
is commutative, where Mp is the map of Thorn spectra induced by the natural map 
p: B Spin -P BO. Note that Mp, : H, M Spin -+ H,MO is an injective ring homomorphism 
and hence commutativity of (6.6) implies that s.+ is an algebra homomorphism. Hence 
Theorem C of the introduction follows from the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. There is a map s: ko -+ M Spin which is a right inverse of the 
Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro orientation D : M Spin -+ ko which makes the diagram (6.6) commutative. 
Proof: We claim that there is a unique A,-comodule map S making the following 
diagram commutative. 
s 
H,ko - H, M Spin 
‘* 1 1 MP* 
l(H)* 
H,H -----+ H,MO 
Uniqueness follows from the injectivity of Mp,. The image of I* is the polynomial 
subalgebra Z/2[5:, is, c3, c4, . . .]. Recall that (Sw)*(ii) = pi. According to [14] the ele- 
ments P:, P$, ~3, ~4, . . . are in the image of Mp, which shows the existence of S. 
We note that a map s : ko + M Spin makes the diagram (6.6) commutative if and only if 
s* = S, since MO is a (generalized) Z/2-Eilenberg-Maclane spectrum. Hence we have to 
construct a map s : ko + M Spin which is a right inverse of D such that se = S. 
Using the splitting (6.5) this corresponds to proving the existence of maps 
sJ : ko -+ ko(m(J)) and s’ : ko + H V such that s0 = id (this corresponds to s being the right 
J - inverse of D) and such that s * ,f , J S and s; =f;S. The existence of s’ with this properties 
is clear since the range of s’ is a (generalized) Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum. Also we see 
that s0 = id satisfies the condition s”, =S”, S since S([,) = pi and f”, (pi) = ii (the latter 
follows from the formula (6.2)). To prove the existence of the other sJ’s it suffices to know 
that the Hurewicz map 
h: [ko, ko(k)] -+ HomA.(H,ko, H,ko(k)) 
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is surjective for all k. Using the splitting (4.3) of the kc-module spectrum ko A ko into pieces 
of the form ko A C4’B(l) and the diagram (2.10) this is equivalent o the surjectivity of the 
Hurewicz homomorphism 
h:[X”B(I), ko(k)] -+ HomA,(H,C4’B(I), H,ko(k)) (6.8) 
for all k, 1. It follows from (3.6) and (3.7) that the assumptions of Proposition 4.7 are satisfied 
which implies surjectivity of (6.8). 0 
$7. THERE IS NO RING SPECTRUM MAP s: ko -+ M Spin 
Assume that s : ko + M Spin is a ring spectrum map. We’ll show that this is enough 
information to determine the induced map s* : n,(ko) + x.,, (M Spin) module some indeter- 
minacy. In particular, it is enough to deduce Lemma 7.2 below. Recall (cf. [ 15, Thm. 3.1.261) 
that 
n*(ko) = ECrl, 0, PI/PI, $, VW, o2 - z2c1) with ‘I E xl, o E 7r4, p E x8 (7.1) 
Abusing notation we use the same symbol for the image of q (resp. o resp. p) under the map 
p(O), : n,(ko) + n,(KO). Recall from $6 that for each partition J = {ji, . . . , jk} there are 
maps nJ:MSpin+ KO. 
LEMMA 7.2. (n”ls)*(p) = 26(odd)p 
Recall from (6.4) that rrizl factors in the form M Spin + ko(8) -+ KO. Hence the next 
lemma leads to a contradiction which proves that there is no ring spectrum map 
s:ko+ MSpin. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let g : ko -+ ko(4n) be a map and let e, E n4”(ko) be the generator; i.e. 
e, = pk ifn = 2k and e, = opk ifn = 2k + 1. Then g,(e,) is divisible by 24n-u(n’, where a(n) 
denotes the number of l’s in the 2-adic expansion of n. 
Proof of Lemma 7.2. The ring spectrum map ko A M Spin A ko induces the 
identity on Z/2-homology, since z * : H, ko + H, H is injective and z Ds is homotopic to z (a 
ring spectrum map from a connected ring spectrum into itself induces the identity on the 
0-th cohomology group). It follows from the Anderson-Brown-Peterson splitting (6.5) that 
D is an 8-equivalence (the bottom cell of H V is in dimension 20) and hence s is a 7- 
equivalence (2-locally). In particular, s*(o) = k[K] for some odd integer k, where K is the 
Kummer surface, a 4-dimensional closed spin manifold with signature 16 whose spin 
bordism class [K] is a generator of Qipi” z 7r4(M Spin) z i2. 
Note that s*(o) = k[K] implies 4+(p) = k2[K x K]. Hence to prove the lemma it 
suffices to show #([K x K]) = 2*(odd)p. The formula (6.3) implies 
(xJ),([M x N]) = x(nJ’),([M])(nJ”),([N]) if A(J) = cJ’@J” 
for spin manifolds M, N. In particular, we get 
(n’*‘),(CK xK1) = (n{“),(CKl)(~(‘)),(CKl), (7.4) 
since (nf21)*( [K]) is trivial for dimensional reasons (rr(‘) factors through ko(8)). 
Let ph:n4(KO) = KO(S4) + H*(S4. , CD) be the Pontrjagin character; i.e. the composi- 
tion of the complexification map and the Chern character. The Pontrjagin character of the 
generator w can be evaluated on the fundamental class [S’] E H4(S4;Z) and it is well 
known that (ph(w), [S4]) = 2. 
TOP 33:1-L 
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A standard calculation shows that for a 4n-dimensional spin manifold M 
W4hJL+(CWN~ CS4”1> = (A^WWM7WL [Ml>, 
where a(M) is the ALgenus of M and, abusing notation, [M] is the bordism class of M in 
Qp = n,,(M Spin) on the left hand side and the fundamental class of M in H4,(M ; Z) on 
the right hand side. In particular, for J = { 1 } we have n,(TM) = TM - 4n, where 4n is the 
trivial 4n-dimensional bundle and we conclude 
(P~w”~)*(C~1))~ CS”l> = 
CC 
1 _ Pi(K) 
----+ 24 ..’ ) 
(PI(K) +. . 1. CKI 
: 
= (p,(K), [K]) = 3 sign(K) = 243. 
Hence(n(‘l),([K])= 233wandby(7.4)(7r(2)),([K xK])= 2632tti2 = 2832pwhichproves 
the lemma. n 
Proof of Lemma 7.3. The idea of the proof is to show that the Adams filtration of the 
element g*(e,) is sufficiently high. For technical reasons we prefer to work with the ‘stable 
Adams filtration’ which is defined as follows. Let f: X 4 Y be a map between spectra. We 
say that f is stably trivial if .f factors through a (generalized) Z/2-Eilenberg-MacLane 
spectrum. We call two maps f, .f’ srahly equiualent if f-,f’ is stably trivial. We define the 
stable Adams filtration of f as the maximum of the Adams filtration of maps ,f’ stably 
equivalent to f and we use the notation SAF(j’). The stable Adams filtration inherits 
useful properties of the Adams filtration; e.g. if g: Y-+Z is a map then 
SAF(gf) 2 SAF(g) + SAF(f) or, if X is a finite spectrum with Spanier Whitehead dual 
DX and Qf:S” + DX A Y is the map dual to .J then SAF(Df) = SAF(,f). 
First we discuss the Adams filtration of the generator e, E n,,(ko). The E,-term of the 
Adams spectral sequence converging to z*(ko) is 
E;’ = Ext;‘, (Z/2, H,ko) z Ext’aj,,, (Z/2, Z/2). 
Lemma 3.12 and a glance at the table (3.10) show that E,;’ = 0 for t - s = 4n and 
s < 2n + 6, where 6 = 0 for n even and 6 = 1 for n odd. This shows that the Adams filtration 
of e, is 2n + 6. 
CLAIM. The stable Adams jiltration of g is greater or equal to 2n - cc(n) - 6. 
It follows from the claim that the stable Adams filtration of the composition 
g,(e,) = ge, E [S4”, ko(4n)] z Z is at least 4n - u(n). Note that a stably trivial map 
f: 9” -+ ko(4n) is in fact trivial. Hence g,(e,) has Adams filtration at least 4n - x(n). Since 
the generator of n4,(ko(4n)) has Adams filtration zero, this implies that g,(e,) is divisible 
by 24n-a(n), 
To prove the claim we note that g factors in the form 
ko = So A ko z ko A ko 2 ko(4n), 
where 4 is the ko-extension of g(cf. (2.7)). Using thesplitting (4.3) of ko A ko we can regard 
4 as ko-module map 
i: V ko A C4’B(l) + ko(4n). 
120 
It follows from (2.6) that 4 = Vi,, where the maps d, are ko-module extensions of maps 
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gr : C4’B( 1) -+ ko (4n). Hence it suffices to show that for all 1 2 0 the stable Adams filtration 
of the map Dg, : So -+ ko(4n) A DC4’B(l) Spanier-Whitehead dual to gr is greater or equal 
to 2n - cz(n) - S. Note that ko(4n) A DC4’B(l) is a ko-module spectrum with 
H,ko(4n) A DC4’B(l) = H,ko(4n) @ H,DC4’B(l) g M(a, b, c)@ F, (7.5) 
where F is a free A(l),-comodule, a = 4(n - l), b = - (21- a(1)) + 6, and c = n - 1 mod 
2 (this follows from (3.6), (3.7) and the stable classification Theorem (3.5)). The decomposi- 
tion (7.5) induces a decomposition of A,-comodules 
H,ko(4n) A DC4’B(l) r A, q ,C,,,M(a, b, c)@ A, q A(1,,F. 
We note that A, 0 AC1 ), F is a free A,-comodule and by [12] this decomposition is induced 
by a splitting of spectra 
ko(4n) A DC4’B(I) - Z v HV, 
where H V is a (generalized) Z/2-Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum and H, Z is isomorphic to 
A, q ,,,,*M(a, b, c). By Lemma 3.12 the picture of the E,-term of the Adams spectral 
sequence of Z is obtained by shifting the pictures of the Table (3.10) (resp. (3.11)) by 
a units to the right and b units down. A glance at the tables shows that E:’ = 0 in degree 
t - s = 0 if n > 1. The same holds for n I 1 and s < 2n - a(n) - 6. It follows that 
SAF(Dg,) 2 2n - a(n) - 6, which proves lemma 7.3. Cl 
$8. PROOF OF THEOREMS A AND B 
For the proof of theorem A we need the following proposition due to Rosenberg based 
on results of GromovvLawson and Schoen-Yau. 
Proposition 8.1 [16, Thm. 2.23. Let Ml, M2 be closed spin manifolds of dimension n 2 5 
and let gi : Mi + Bn be maps into the classifying space of a group 71. Assume that g1 induces an 
isomorphism offundamental groups, that Mz has a metric of positive scalar curvature and that 
(Mi, gi) for i = 1,2 represent the same bordism class in RzPi”(B7t). Then MI also admits 
a metric of positive scalar curvature. 
Remark. Our assumptions are slightly weaker than Rosenbergs assumptions. He as- 
sumes that both, g1 and g2 induce isomorphisms on x1 (this is another way of saying that gi 
is the classifying map of the universal covering of Mi). An analysis of his proof shows that 
the assumption on g2 is superfluous. 
Proof of Theorem A. Theorem A follows from the above proposition and Theorem B of 
the introduction. Recall that according to Theorem B the homomorphism a induces 
a homomorphism 
CIF’“(X)/T,(X) + ko,(X) (8.2) 
which is an isomorphism localized at the prime 2. If X is point this is an isomorphism 
without localizing at 2 [9. Prop. 3.31. It follows that (8.2) is an isomorphism if X is the 
classifying space Bn of a finite 2-group. Hence if a bordism class [M, g] E RfPi”(Bx) is in the 
kernel of a then (M, g) is spin bordant to (E,fp), where p: E+ B is an HP’-bundle over 
a closed spin manifold B of dimension n - 8 and f is a map from B to Bx The total space 
E of an WP2-bundle carries a metric of positive scalar curvature [ 193 and hence M carries 
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a metric of positive scalar curvature by (8. l), provided g : M -+ Bn is the classifying map of 
the universal covering. Cl 
Proofof Theorem B. Part (1) of theorem B is a corollary of proposition 2.1 of [ 193 if we 
describe c1 and 7’,(X) in homotopy theoretic terms. The homomorphism o! is the following 
composition 
Qipin(X) = n,(MSpin A X,) 3 n,(ko A X,) = ko,(X), 
where D : M Spin + ko is the Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro orientation and we identify fl~Pi”(X) 
with n,(M Spin A X,) via the Pontrjagin-Thorn construction. 
The subgroup T,,(X) can be described as the image of a map 
‘f’ : Q;?‘n, (BG x X) -+ apin( 
where EG is the classifying space of projective symplectic group G = PSp(3). The 
homomorphism Y is defined as follows. Given a manifold N and maps f: N + BG, 
g: N + X let p: fi -+ N be the pull back of the fibre bundle 
WP2+EGxoWP2- ’ BG 
via f: A spin structure on N induces a spin structure on N and ‘P is defined by mapping the 
bordism class of (N, fx g) to the bordism class of (fi, gp). 
Via Pontrjagin-Thorn construction ‘I’ can be identified with 
x,(MSpin A C’BG+ A X,) 2 x,(MSpin A X,), 
where T: M Spin A BG, + M Spin is the map described in [19, $31. By Proposition 2.1 of 
[19] the composition of T and D is trivial which implies part (1). To prove part (2) we note 
that the triviality of DT implies that T factors in the form 
M Spin A C” BG, - 
f Qn i 
- M Spin 
where M Spin is the homotopy fibre of D, i.e. M Spin fits in a cofibre sequence 
LL$r i - M Spin --+ D ko. 
Part (2) of Theorem B is then a corollary of the following result. 0 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Localized at 2 the map T is a split surjection of spectra; i.e. there is 
a splitting M Spin A C8 BG + = Y1 v Y, such that Trestricted to Y, is a homotopy equioa- 
lence. 
Proof As shown in [19, $81 we can identify the map induced by f on E/2-homology with 
- 
A, •A(1).(H*MSpin~H,C8BG+) ?A* q At1,.kerD,. 
According to [19, Prop. 8.51 T* is a split surjection of A(l),-comodules, i.e. there is an 
isomorphism of A(l),-comodules 
F:N,@N2 a H,MSpin@ H,Z’BG+ (8.4) 
- 
such that T, F maps N1 isomorphically onto ker D,. This proves 8.3 since the following 
corollary of our main splitting result 4.2 shows that the isomorphism F is realized 
geometrically. 0 
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PROPOSITION 8.5. Let Ni be A(l),-comodules and let 
F:qNi 5 H, M Spin @ H,C’BG+ 
be an isomorphism of A(l),-comodules. Then there are homology ko-module spectra Yi and 
a homology ko-module map 
f: V Yi -+ MSpin A C’BG+ 
such that x = F. 
Proof: According to [19, Cor. 7.61 H, M Spin @ H,E* BG, is a direct sum of A(l),- 
comodules Mk, where Mk is a suspension of A(l), or an 8i-fold suspension of one of the 
following A(l),-comodules: Z/2, C-‘I,, x45, or Z’K,. Here K = M(0, 1, 1) in the termino- 
logy of $3 which is easy to see from the picture of K, [19,47] using the classification (3.5). 
We note that in this situation the hypotheses of the splitting result (4.2) are satisfied, since 
the M,‘s are admissible, b(M,) is equal to 0 or 1 for the invertible M,‘s and that there are 
finite spectra Xt with H,XI, z MI, (A(l), is realized as the homology of a finite spectrum 
X by [S, Prop. 2.11, I, and C4 J, are realized as quotients of X and Z4 K, is realized by the 
second suspension of complex projective plane CP2 with a 7-cell attached via a map 
S6 + C2@P2 of degree 2). 
Then (4.2) implies that there is a homotopy equivalence 
f: V ko A Xk + MSpin A C*BG, 
k 
which is a homology ko-module map such that f*: @k Mk + H, M Spin @I H,E* BG+ is 
a given isomorphism F. In particular, after decomposing Ni as a direct sum Ni = QkEKi Mk 
we can choose F to be the given isomorphism. The corresponding map f is then the desired 
homology ko-module map if we let yi = VkEKi ko A Xk. 0 
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